
• The best text recognition capabilities in the industry: Legacy 
OCR solutions are one part of the puzzle.  HyperScience’s end-to-end 
solution works from the scanned image point through the system 
of record, processing handwritten, cursive and machine typed text 
across distorted, low quality documents with >99.5% accuracy. 

• Designed as an on-premise solution: HyperScience is installed on-

over data. 
 
 

• Built-in quality assurance drives continuous improvement: 
HyperScience automatically measures how well it’s doing and knows 
when to ask for help, bringing supervisors in the loop to review and 

underlying models.  

• Low-code solution facilitates easier implementation and 
integration: Intuitive interface means business users can easily 

and access reports. Flexible RESTful API and existing RPA connectors 
require minimal developer resources, meaning an organization is up 
and running in days, not weeks.

Value Drivers

1. Decrease costs of manual document 
processing and data entry 

2. Drive revenue with faster onboarding 
and better overall customer service 

3. Avoid risks associated with error-
prone manual data extraction

• Labor-intensive data entry operations or outdated, 
legacy data capture systems 

• 
 

• Slow processing leads to missed service-level 
agreements (SLAs), lost revenue opportunities, and 
unhappy customers  

• Potentially catastrophic risks associated with inaccurate 
data capture and delayed processing times 

• 
resources to set-up, implement and maintain 

• 
performance hinders results| 

• Unpredictable labor needs due to highly cyclical 

contractors 

• Employees across the business prevented from 
focusing on high-value tasks by having to do manual 
data entry

• Ability to adapt automation levels to accuracy requirements, 
typically automate 70-95% with >99.5% 

• Streamlined operations and reduced costs of document 
processing, stemming from fewer FTE resources devoted to 
data entry 

• Increased/ accelerated revenue stemming from improved 
response times and overall customer experience 

• 67% reduction in error rate means higher quality data and 

reputational risks 

• Simple API, existing connectors, and low-code user interface 

developer resources 

• Built-in accuracy reporting and manual exception handling 
continuously improves automated extraction performance 

• 
of unpredictable labor needs 

• 
on value-add tasks and boosts overall job satisfaction

Before HyperScience
The typical pain experienced before HyperScience 
and the negative business consequences:

With HyperScience
The typical experience for a customer working with 
HyperScience and the positive business outcomes:

HyperScience Elevator Pitch

Level 1:  eg. Cocktail Party: HyperScience’s machine learning solution automates document 

organizations.
 
Level 2:  eg. Conference: HyperScience is an on-premise solution that uses machine learning to 
extract data from documents at high levels of accuracy and automation that improve over time. 

Level 3:  eg. Domain Expert: 
data, including handwritten, cursive, and machine printed text, with >99.5% accuracy, enabling 
businesses to reduce costs and better serve their customers to drive revenue.

Purpose: an internally-facing document intended to describe our solution and its value

Example: Before HyperScience TD 
Ameritrade relied on a combination of 
outsourced labor and expensive, in-house 
employees to manually key the data; 
HyperScience drastically streamlined that 
process, delivering over 99% automation 
with a 98% accuracy rate.

The Essential Etsy 
SEO Checklist
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Use relevant keywords for audience 

Use keywords in titles and tags 

Use long-tail keywords that are specific 

Check competition for target keywords 

Check search volume for keywords 

Use keyword variations and synonyms 

Use keywords in item descriptions, shop policies, and 
areas that can be indexed by search engines

Product Descriptions
Include details such as size and materials 

Use descriptive language 

Don’t sacrificing readability or clarity in descriptions 

Include unique features/benefits of product  

Avoid using vague or general terms  
(e.g. “beautiful,” “high-quality”)

Product Photos
Include keyword in image alt text  
(e.g. “Handmade pottery mug in blue with unique 
handle”) 

Use descriptive file names for product photos  
(e.g. “handmade-pottery-mug-blue.jpg”) 

Use images that are optimized for fast load times 

Use keyword in the first 125 characters of alt text 

Avoid keyword stuffing in alt text 

Use hyphens to separate words in alt text tags

Customer Reviews
Encourage customers to leave reviews 

Use keywords in responses to reviews  
(e.g. thanking customers for mentioning a specific 
feature or benefit of the product) 

Monitor reviews for recurring themes

Social Media
Included keywords in social media posts 

Research which social media platforms my target 
audience is most active on 

Share links to Etsy shop and product listings on 
social media channels 

Use social ads or influencer partnerships

Keep Shop Updated
Create products or collections based on seasonal 
trends or popular search terms 

Check listings for outdated or irrelevant information

Track shop performance using Etsy analytics 

Identify which listings perform well and which 
need improvement based keywords 

Monitor keyword click-through rates and any 
patterns or trends that could indicate issues 

Identify new keyword opportunities/trends in  
my industry or niche

Monitor Shop Performance

Use Keywords
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